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- 	- While clearing the C ss questions and oilOor 	 - 	  
answers (proposed future article) wi 	 ast night, 3-19-64,' 	 
at the conclusion of our conversation he s ed me if the FBI had 
received any further knowled e as to the manner in which the President became 
cognizant of comments by 	 Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
The Director will recall t t 	ec 	gent 	rge sent in a two-page letter 
indicating that 	 had reported to him that various Assistants to 
the Attorney Gener a a wearing-in ceremony had made a number of rarks 
indicating a plan to embarrass th 	ent 	"blowing up" the Bobby Biker case. 
The same letter reported that 	 d overheard Assistants of the tl 
Attorney General making snide remar .: concerning the Director. 	 (.11  / 

Instead of answerin 	 questions, I asked him what the source 11111.1 
of his information had been. He tol1 me he ' 1d not know the source. I told him if he had 
no better facts than this it seemed useless to carry on this matter any furtherz.11111111, 
then told me that if allegations 	made against him he would certainly 	irm 
or deny the allegations. I told 	that one doesn't make allegations without having 
some facts and it appeared that he had none at all. I told him when and if he did uncover -\0 
a source we could discuss the matter further. 	 6P)  

then stated he wanted me to know that his friendship for the 
Bureau and for me con nued as strong as ever. I told him I saw no need of letting 
childish allegations of the above nature have any'agfect on our relationship. This is the 
first time that 	has mentioned this matter since our luncheon approximately -49 
two weeks ago. 	

L03) • 
Mr%  Earap%s Mpiitionally, has been "needled" a couple of times by 

Deputy Attorney Geneal ICaffenbach. This was on the occasion of chance meetings in 
the corridor of the Justice Building. Katzenbach's remarks as to possible disclosure 
to the White House of information indicating a possible dispute between the Attorney 
General and the President were of a "fishing" nature and these were dismissed when 
Evans indicated no knowledge as to what he was talking about, r  
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In the second of th s 	nce meetings on Thursda 	tzenbach said that he had telephoned 	 nd that  had told him this was an exaggera e version of wha e had initially sa 	It was 
story to Katzenbach that this was just idle political talk and no mention 

ma of any meeting held at the Justice Department wherein the plan of blowing 

knowledge as to what he was talking about and had never heard of any such meeting. gs .Y? 
up the Baker case was discussed. Satzenbach was again told that Evans had no 

It would appear that these probing contacts, both by Katzenbach and 

Obviousl n it r 	Katzenbach or the Attorney General' desire to reveal 
must be 	dicated upon some inquiry from the Attorney General himself. 

as their source of information at the White House. They know that to 
irm our spicion in this regard would mean that the President would have proof.-4c,) 

nas not been loyal to him; consequently, it is not believed that this coLif 
tter will be carried to any great length in the future. _ 

It is understood that
not because of the above-mentioned matt 
Kensedy group. It is believed tha 

ufthrey. This, of course, would bring m 
General who also desires the vice presidential  

has submitted his resignation, 
se of his differences with the 

plans to campaign for Senator ,, 
rectly in the path of the Attorney L1011-- ) 

nomination. 
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